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Abstract
This paper outlines D IA P LAN, a visual rule-based programming language and environment that is based on the
computational model of graph transformation. Thanks to
its genericity, D IA P LAN can generate visual environments
with no restriction on their visual representation, and also
supports object-oriented programming since its graphs are
hierarchically structured.

1. Introduction
Graphs are inherently visual, and graphs are used as an
abstract model for visual representations [1, 5, 7]. Furthermore, specifying the manipulation of graphs in terms
of graph transformation rules [9] is some kind of visual
programming. The rule-based transformation of graphs is
a common computational model for visual programming
languages. However, existing programming languages
based on graph transformation, such as P ROGRES [10] or
L UDWIG 2 [8], have not been as successful as one could expect. We believe that this has two major reasons:
• The structuring of graphs as nested graph objects, and
thus object-oriented programming are not supported.
• It is not possible to customize the “standard” graph notation to the visual notation of particular application domains.
However, some approaches to these problems exist
for visual environments which are not based on graphs:
Object-oriented programming languages have been developed in the visual programming community [2], notably
Prograph [3]. Furthermore, there are visual language tools
which allow to use domain-specific visual representations,
e.g., C ALYPSO, a tool for visually defining data structures
programs [11]. However, we are not aware of any language
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or tool that allows to visually specify and generate visual
language environments which then use domain-specific visual representations.
This paper is about D IA P LAN, a visual, rule-based programming language and environment for implementing visual languages, which offers just these features. The D IA P LAN programming environment consists of
• a visual programming language which supports graph
typing and structuring as well as object-oriented programming for specifying graph transformations. These
rules specify the behavior of the generated visual language.
• a tool for specifying how graphs are represented by
domain-specific diagrams in the generated visual language and how the user can interact with these diagrams.
This makes D IA P LAN a generic environment.

2. D IA P LAN
Due to space limitations, only some aspects of D IA P LAN
can be outlined here. Details can be found in [4, 6] and in
a longer version of this paper which is available from the
authors.
D IA P LAN uses graphs which consist of a finite number
of nodes and edges, where edges may visit any number of
nodes, not just two. (Such graphs are often called hypergraphs). For structuring purposes, we distinguish a subset
of edges of a graph as frames: Every frame contains a nested
subgraph that may contain frames again. Such graphs are
called hierarchical.
A Graph transformation rule P → R consists of two
hierarchical graphs, as illustrated in Fig. 1. (The symbols
“// —” are explained later.) If its pattern graph P matches
some part of a hierarchical graph, and if the variables in
it bind appropriate subgraphs, this part is replaced by the
graph R, after instantiating the variables by the bound subgraphs. The rule in Fig. 1 matches a frame containing a
list graph that starts with an item graph bound to h, and re-
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Figure 1. The predicate remove
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Figure 2. D IA P LAN system architecture

places it with a frame that contains only the tail of the list
graph that was bound to l.
Furthermore, D IA P LAN offers abstraction, control, and
encapsulation for object-oriented programming. Only abstraction is outlined here: We consider certain edges as
predicate edges (e.g., the remove edge in Fig. 1). The links
of a predicate edge indicate its parameters. A parameter
can be just a node, but also an edge. A predicate named p is
defined by a set of rules wherein every pattern contains exactly one p-edge, and every replacement may contain other
predicate edges. A predicate p is applied by applying one
of its rules to a p-edge in the host graph. An otherwise part
specifies what happens if none of the rules applies. The
predicate remove in Fig. 1 has just one rule, and takes a
list frame as its parameter. The otherwise part “// —” indicates that its application fails if the frame contains an empty
list graph. A predicate is evaluated by first applying one of
its rules, and evaluating all predicates that are called in its
replacement, recursively.
D IA P LAN makes use of the diagram editor generator
D IAG EN for specifying domain-specific diagram representations of graphs. D IAG EN allows to generate visual editors
for specified diagram languages. These editors then translate diagrams into graphs and vice versa [7].

3. Implementation
D IA P LAN is in a rather concrete phase of its design.
Its implementation is only at a very early stage. Here we
just outline the architecture of the implementation which is
shown in Fig. 2: It shows the programming environment
on the left and how it is used to make up a specific visual
environment which is shown on the right.
• The program editor is a visual editor for writing programs according to the programming language outlined

in Section 2. This editor is generated by D IAG EN.
• The compiler reads such programs and transforms them
into an internal form that can be easily and efficiently executed by the interpreter. The compiler checks whether
the program violates any lexical, syntactical or contextual
rule of the language.
• The interpreter executes programs of the language by
reading the input graph, transforming the graph according to the program, and re-displaying the modified graph,
in a loop, steered by user interaction.
• The interpreter shall have an interactive diagram editor
by which the input data is created. This editor is generated by D IAG EN to support customizable diagram notation for the graphs which are manipulated by the interpreter.
Altogether, only the heart of the system, namely its compiler and interpreter, have to be implemented anew, while
we rely entirely on D IAG EN for generating its user interfaces.
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